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Tabala 
Wallcoverings

A defining aspect of  any home, walls are to be adorned and admired. The Tabala Wallcovering collection 
highlights these unsung heroes to inspire creativity and encourage the use of  texture and pattern to tell a 

story.

The Tabala Wallcovering collection is a curated body of  work comprising an artistic and tactile offering. 
Distinctive designs inspired by abstract art, elegant silhouettes, and graphical forms, in a powerful palette of  
earthy tones, deliver meaningful impact while allowing the textural backdrops to sing. An experimentation 

of  texture, organic grounds of  raffia and grass cloth exude a trace of  hand, while irresistible flock and 
metallic intonations offer an element of  luxurious design, synonymous with Black Edition. 



Boa
Natural Wallcovering

A tranquil scene of  interlocking waves flow across a 
natural ground of  woven raffia that exudes an artisanal 
trace of  hand.

 
Natural woven raffia ground

3 colours

W937/01 W937/02

Imicu
Natural Wallcovering

Reminiscent of  intricate string art, a crisscross of  
fine lines depicts a distinctive, large-scale diamond 
geometric, printed on natural grass cloth in a 
sophisticated palette of  rich tones. 

Natural woven grass cloth ground

3 colours

W938/01 W938/03



Tabala 
Natural Wallcovering

Painterly shapes come together to form an intriguing 
geometric, printed on a natural grass cloth background 
that gives an organic elegance to this contemporary 
design. 

 
Natural grass cloth ground

2 colours

W945/01 W945/02

Mysa
Textured Wallcovering

Contemporary metallic shapes, created by the use of  an 
innovative, cloud-like foam with a lustrous, foil print, 
form a unique three-dimensional block design on a 
soft, fibrous background. 

 
The raised area of  design is created by a unique ink 
that reacts to heat and puffs up in a cloud-like foam. 
The surface of  the raised foam is then printed with a 
metallic foil.  

3 colours

W946/01 W946/02



Makona
Natural Wallcovering

Simply striking, towering shoots of  exotic bamboo 
are freely hand painted to convey a charming naivety, 
printed on natural grass cloth fibres that accentuate the 
organic quality of  the design.

 
Natural grass cloth ground

2 colours

W944/01 W944/02

Ozari
Textured Wallcovering

A flurry of  technical prowess, this textural wallcovering 
features a contemporary broken stripe design that 
mimics its embroidered fabric counterpart. Created 
using an innovative foam for depth and printed with a 
metallic foil for a touch of  glamour. 

The raised area of  design is created by a unique ink 
that reacts to heat and puffs up in a cloud-like foam. 
The surface of  the raised foam is then printed with a 
metallic foil.  

3 colours

W941/03 W941/02



Zalea 
Natural Wallcovering

An arresting, painterly geometric is bold in pattern, 
colour, and texture, printed on natural, woven raffia 
that has been delicately positioned on a glimmering 
foil background. 

Woven raffia with an open structure that reveals the 
foil background

3 colours

W934/01 W934/03

Papago
Natural Wallcovering

A painterly portrayal of  elegant bamboo with flashes 
of  delicate detail is printed on a natural ground of  
woven raffia, offering an organic display of  both design 
and texture. 

Natural woven raffia ground 

2 colours

W936/02 W936/03



Naira
Natural Wallcovering

Colourful spots fall like confetti across a richly 
textured grass cloth with a lustrous iridescence that 
gives a delicate movement of  tone.

 
Natural woven grass cloth ground

2 colours

W939/01 W939/02

Kivuli
Textured Wallcovering

A tactile wallcovering with a delicate, fibrous 
background features a sophisticated, linear geometric 
design created by the use of  an innovative, cloud-like 
foam with a lustrous foil print. 

 
The raised area of  design is created by a unique ink 
that reacts to heat and puffs up in a cloud-like foam. 
The surface of  the raised foam is then printed with a 
metallic foil.  

3 colours

W940/01 W940/02



Jackson
Flock Wallcovering 

Jackson wallcovering features a rebellious, painterly 
design with unique textural qualities including an 
alluring flock printed on a layer of  fine lustrous yarns.

3 colours

W942/01 W942/02

Oriku
Flock Wallcovering

A soothing and textural display of  flocked waves 
flow across a background of  fine lustrous yarns in an 
understated palette of  neutral tones. 

3 colours

W943/01 W943/03
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About Black Edition
Exclusive, luxurious, prestigious; Black Edition has 
made its mark on the interiors market as a forward 
thinking, avantgarde design house of  fabrics, 
wallcoverings, and accessories. Experimental with 
qualities, techniques, and design in a considered, 
indi¬vidual way, Black Edition creates haute 
couture collections for the interiors industry.

Black Edition is part of  The Romo Group, a 
family run business in its fifth generation. The 
range is available worldwide through an extensive 
network of  selected interior designers and retail 
outlets.

Please contact us for price information, samples 
and images, we are also happy to arrange interviews 
and offer expert commentary from our designers.

UK

Iain Niven 
iain.niven@romo.com 
0207 352 7801

Europe

Roberta Natalini 
roberta.natalini@romo.com 
+44 (0)1623 727016

Sweden

Mia Nordangård 
Mia.nordangard@romo.com 
08-660 58 22

South Africa

Laura Miller 
Showroom.jhb@romosouthafrica.com 
011 262 4167 / 084 614 7672

Holland

Hester van der Reijden  
hester.vanderreijden@romo.com 
030 6053218


